
Foster Care Reunification
Paired Parenting



The Goal
For 53% of foster care cases, reunification is the GOAL.

https://www.fosterclub.com/article/statistic
s-foster-care
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How long until?
Basically, the longer a 
child is in foster care, the 
longer they stay in foster 
care.

http://www.chapinhall.org/sites/default/file
s/old_reports/406.pdf
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Co-parenting helps
Families where the biological parent was involved in raising her child during 
foster care led to a faster and more successful reunification process.

http://www.fostercarereview.org/wp-conte
nt/themes/Theme/theme45009/files/Co-pa

renting%20Newsletter%202010.pdf 
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Our challenge
- How might we use technology to encourage co-parenting techniques that 

foster a better relationship between the many parents a fostered child has in 
order to make for a more successful reunification?



Paired Parenting

Paired parenting creates direct and secure access for biological parents to 
co-parent their children while in foster care.



Overview of Process

Child Profile

Events Messages



Scene 1: Initial Visit, screen 1-homepage



Scene 1: Initial Visit, screen 2- case



Scene 1: Initial Visit, screen 3 - initial visit form



Scene 2: Bio parent sends message

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1UELAusiNw


Scene 2: Bio parent sends message

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQ_q0XckBGZSVhmWDZOQUdYZXM/view?usp=sharing


Scene 3: Foster parent views message

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUPL6SqP20c


Scene 3: Foster parent views message

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQ_q0XckBGZR3I2c2c0bThnblE/view?usp=sharing


Scene 4: Social worker gives unsupervised permission



Scene 5: Birth parent proposes visit 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4BFz-zJICI


Scene 5: Birth parent proposes visit

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwQ_q0XckBGZNEVWUXZfeUUzVjQ/view?usp=sharing


Scene 6: Birth parent reviews visit



Fin.

Play around in the app - it’s live with every example we demoed:

● Social Worker [Desktop]: bit.ly/coparent-social

● Biological Parent [Mobile]: bit.ly/coparent-bio
○ …with event permissions: bit.ly/coparent-bio-visit

● Foster Parent [Mobile]: bit.ly/coparent-foster

http://bit.ly/coparent-social
http://bit.ly/coparent-bio
http://bit.ly/coparent-bio-visit
http://bit.ly/coparent-foster


Note: It gets complicated.
/ Appendix



Scenes (with videos)
Scene 1: Social worker records initial meeting plans

Scene 2: Bio mother sends message

Scene 3: Foster parent views message

Scene 4: Social worker allows unsupervised visits

Scene 5: Bio mother proposes visit

Both foster families accept the visit. Visit occurs.

Scene 6: Bio mother reviews the visit
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Foster Family Structure

Interview with Liz Klapheke, Child 
Protective Services Ongoing Social 

Worker



Our notes



Rules and Permissions
- Sometimes, bio parents have a NO CONTACT agreement between each 

other
- This makes it hard for foster parents to communicate to both parents separately each time
- It also makes it hard to figure out which events should be attended by which parent

- Sometimes, foster parents aren’t comfortable with contact from birth parents
- Sometimes, bio parents aren’t sure how they should contact foster parents, 

how often, or what to say 



Scene 1: Initial Visit, screen 4 - initial visit done


